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INTRODUCTION

drilling fluid are the other factors that accelerate

The most important tools for drilling directional

elastomer degradation [4,5].

and horizontal oil and gas wells are downhole
mud motors, which are designed, based on
Moineau pumps [1]. The power section is the
most important part from the viewpoint of
performance efficiency and working life [2].
Moreover, the power section consists of rotor
and stator. In addition, stator is a lining elastomer
within the metal housing. Both the stator and
rotor are helical where the stator always has

Figure 1: The cross section of the mud motor in

one more helix than the rotor. Fig.1 shows the

different lobe configurations.
Reinforcement of the elastomer, which increase

power section in different lobe configurations.
Therefore, the used elastomer is subject to
mechanical and thermal stresses in the high
pressure and high temperature of drilling fluid
environment, consequently, the p probability
of stator failure is more than other parts [3].
Also, the deformation and elastomer swelling in

the motor working life, reduces the number of
drill string trip times for changing the motor, and
in turn will reduces the working days of the drilling
rig. In the drilling industry, there is a direct relation
between time and cost, so increasing the working
life of the motor leads to a considerable
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cost reduction in this expensive industry [6].

is in the nanometer range [12]. Considering the

Several attempts were down to extend the

need to increase the elastomer mechanical and

elastomer life by developing the design or

thermal properties, nanoclay has been selected

materials used [7,8]. Various elastomers are used

as the nano reinforcement in several studies

to produce stator lining, among which nitrile-

[13]. The clay known as montmorillonite consists

based elastomers such as NBR are widely used. A

of plates with an inner octahedral layer sandwich

comparison of various types of elastomers used

between two silicate tetrahedral layers.

in motors has been done, and NBR shows better

purpose of this work is to improve elastomer

outcome on other types. Drilling fluids are often

resistance against mechanical and thermal

divided into water-based, oil-based and polymer-

stress by using NBR/clay nanocomposite instead

based types. Among these, oil-based drilling

of pure NBR. In this study, different loads of

fluid has the highest effect on the elastomer

nanoclay have been added to the nitrile rubber.

degradation [9]. Usage of heavier fluid and the

Afterwards, the effect of nanoclay loading on

higher temperature of the well precipitate the

thermal, mechanical, and barrier properties

degradation of the elastomer [5]. NBR showed

behaviors of elastomer has been studied. To

satisfactory resistance to nonpolar fluids and is

investigate the effect of nanoclay on performance

the most accepted rubber as the elastomer of

and properties of elastomer, swelling, hardness,

motor [10,11]. In the Mud motor, mechanical

tensile strength, tear resistance, compression

and thermal cyclic stresses are the main reason

set, dynamic mechanical thermal analysis, and

of elastomer failure. The mechanical stresses

fatigue tests have been conducted regarding to

are due to interactional and continuous contact

working conditions of mud motors in downhole.

The

of rotor and elastomer and mud pressure. The
more swelling of elastomer by drilling fluid, the

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

more stress between rotor and elastomer will

NANOCOMPOSITE SAMPLE PREPARATION

occur, so the dimensional stability of elastomer

Nitrile rubber containing 33 percent acrylonitrile

is a comparative important factor.

with the specific gravity of 0.98 was supplied

Thermal stresses are due to the gradient wellbore

from SIBUR Company. The cloisite 30b with high

temperature and as well as hysteresis effect. This

polarity to make strong crosslinking with polymer

heat generation effect is caused by the interaction

chains selected [14,15]. Different percentages of

of rotor and elastomer regarding viscoelastic

nanoclay were mixed with the NBR from 0 to 10

properties of elastomer. Moreover, the generated

PHR by adding 2.5 PHR in each steps. So 2.5 PHR

heat traps inside the elastomer due to its low

NC stands for the nanocomposite which contains

thermal conductivity. In combination with the

2.5 PHR nanoclay.

downhole temperature, this heat buildup can

The compound was mixed for 12 minutes at 60 ⁰C

seriously degrade the elastomer’s physical and

in a Brabender internal mixer with rotational

mechanical properties.

speed of 50 rpm. Then in order to eliminate its

Nanocomposites are a new group of composites in

bubbles, the compound was rolled by an open

which at least one dimension of the filler materials

two-roll mill.
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The rubber compound was cured in a hot press

Fig. 3 depicts the rising trend of hardness with

machine at 165 ⁰C, and under the pressure of

increasing the clay content. It is predictable that

10 MPa. The curing time was obtained from

hardness increases by adding Nanoclay for both

Rheometer apparatus based on ASTM D-5289

samples, before aging and after aging test. It is

standard. The results have shown that the curing

due to the stronger bond between the elastomer

time is reduced with the increase in the nanoclay

chains and the silicate layers [18].

percentage. This effect can be attributed to
the ammonium groups in the organoclay and
facilitation of the formation of crosslinks. For
aging, the oil-based drilling mud has been
selected with the mud weight of 85 pounds per
cubic foot and funnel viscosity of 43 seconds per
quart. The required samples for each test were
put in oil based drilling mud at 75 ⁰C for 72 hours.
The temperature and working hour have been
chosen according to the temperature of most
wells and the drilling working hours.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The swelling properties of the compounds in the
drilling fluid have been demonstrated in Fig. 2.
The fluid intake percentage of the compounds
has been considerably reduced by increasing

Figure 3: The comparison of the results obtained
from hardness test (Shore A) for different
compounds.
The strain stress diagram is presented in Fig. 4. The
Young’s Modulus and also tensile strength and
maximum elongation at break are comparable
factors. This shows the increased modules for
different compounds of nanoclay.

nanoclay loading which has been observed in
previous research [16,17].

Figure 4: The strain stress diagram for different
compounds of nanoclay.
Figure 2: The comparison of weight and volume
change in oil-based mud.

Fig. 5 demonstrates tear strength, which has
proved to be also a useful indicator for mechanical strength of specimens.
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in storage modules compared to neat rubber, as
expected. By increasing the nanoclay loading, a
reduction in tan delta peak is observed. The tan
delta reduction causes a reduced heat buildup
and demonstrates fewer damping properties for
nanoclay composite compound.

Figure 5: The comparison of tear strength.
The compression set which is one of the main
properties of rubbers has been shown in Fig. 6.
Aligned polymer chains due to the presence of
nanoclay, lead to a reduction in the permanent
elastomeric deformation [19].
Temperature(⁰C)

Figure 7: The comparison of storage module in
different samples.

Figure 6: The comparison of compression set in
different samples.
Increase in thermal strength becomes possible
by increasing the storage modulus compared to

Temperature(⁰C)

Figure 8: The comparison of tan delta in different
samples.

loss modulus, which in turn decreases the stored
hysteresis heat buildup.
Under cyclic loading due to hysteresis losses
and low rubber thermal conductivity, the
temperature of rubber increases. This leads
to degradation of its physical and mechanical
properties. The following Figs. 7 and 8 show the
temperature dependence of storage modulus
and tan delta for specimens. Nanocomposite
compounds have shown a considerable increase

DIFFERENT SAMPLES
Fatigue life of aged elastomer has been measured
based on ASTM 4482 standard. Strain percentage
was set on 60, 90, 120, and 150%. Results were
derived by averaging between six samples.
Increasing fatigue life of nanocomposite is clear
in Fig. 9 for each definitive elongations.
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fatigue life of nanocomposite samples is highly
improved. The thermal strength of the motor
was investigated by conducting the dynamic
mechanical test, which showed that because
of the viscoelastic properties of rubber, the
increase in the thermal strength of the proposed
nanocomposite can be ensured. It is concluded
because of loss coefficient, which corresponds
Figure 9: Cycles to failure under different strain.

to the enhancement of heat accumulation in the

There is a significant increase in the fatigue life

of the nanocomposite remains more stable than

with increasing nanoclay content. Chunking

pure elastomer that is resulted from swelling and

occurs when the rotor wear stator in its circular

compression set tests. The more stable geometry

movement, and elastomer has reached the

of the elastomer under the effect of the drilling

fatigue limit. Small pieces break free so the

fluid and the temperature of the well, the more its

drilling mud could leak between rotor and

efficiency and working life increase. Based on the

stator so efficiency of power section decreases.

mentioned points, the proposed nanocomposite

This leads to ROP decrement and to maintain

from the nanoclay strongly increases mud motor

efficiency and rate of penetration, operators will

performance and working life. Consequently,

normally push motors harder and increase flow

reducing the drilling times by increasing the

rate, further accelerating the motor working life

working life of the motor is directly related to the

time. Therefore, the elastomer has to have ample

reduction of drilling costs.

elastomer, is reduced. In addition, the geometry

fatigue strength to withstand the cycling loads.
Moreover, stalling the motor is most probable,
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